MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

angleterre - Brighton

Student(s) : Violette
language(s) : english
level : C1
test: Toeic

Oxfam UK

2019

THE COMPANY

I did my internship at Oxfam’s London Road store in Brighton in the south of England. It is a charity that carries out many actions
throughout the world for various causes such as poverty, women’s rights and access to drinking water.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH As early as November, I started looking for an internship. I would have liked to do my internship in
the marketing sector because in my opinion it was the most accessible field. However, I applied for many positions across the UK
via several platforms such as LinkedIn or Indeed, but I only had refusals. I also sent more than 100 spontaneous applications, with no
positive responses. So I went to Oxfam, which takes interns all the time. Although this internship is not part of my future career choice, I
thought it would allow me to exchange as much as possible in English and to progress even further.

MY TASKS

I carried out different tasks during this internship in relation to the management of a charity store. First of all the cash register, with the
cashing up at the end of the day but also the fact of going to the bank. I was also able to understand the process of channeling donations and pricing each one. I was also able to take on the role of manager for a week, and therefore manage all the volunteers of
the week. It is an internship that requires versatility and rapid adaptability.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

I visited the city, with its many neighborhoods. I was able to enjoy the sea and understand different cultures thanks to my roommates.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET :
Housing : 625£
Internet & telephone : 5£
Food : 120£

MY ADVICE- TIPS AND OR CULTURAL SHOCKS :
Food is not the best, it’s a cliché but true. The English are very expressive,
kind and polite, much more so than the French and it sometimes surprised
me a little bit.

Transportation : 0
Leisure :

https://www.oxfam.org.uk/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Irlande - Cork

Student(s) : Emmanuelle
language(s) : english
level : B2
test: Toeic

Wavebreak Media
17th of April to 10th to 5uly

THE COMPANY

The company is a market leader and it was a real opportunity to be able to work over there. I was able to observe and understand
how a company in the media sector is run. The departments however are really separate from each other making it difficult to communicate with others if you are shy. But after a time, the break room provided a place to be able to connect with native Irish people.
In our department 6 of us were French, an Irish manager and a Dutch head of Interns.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

It was pretty quick. I went on the Community IAE website and Wavebreak Media was the first company to answer my application. Due
to their background and the fact I wanted to work in media, I accepted right away.

MY TASKS

It was really different from what I imagined and what was said to me during the interview but it was the case for every other student.
So, I took whatever was given to me. Creating titles and key−wording all day long allowed me to have time to observe the company.
I would not recommend this company for an intern aiming for responsibilities but for the opportunity to learn about company strategy,
which they are really good at.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

As Ireland was way more expensive than I expected, I couch−surfed. I already used this system on holiday so it was a great way to
improve immersion in the country. It allowed me to learn about the Pakistani culture, to learn about traditional folk music, to attend a
yoga event while it was raining, to visit the west cliffs and beaches and to visit wonderful castles full of witch and fairy stories.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : € 450
Housing : €0
Internet & telephone : € 20
Food : € 100
Transportation : €150
Leisure : €150

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Be open to talking, Irish people are really easy to talk to
• Try to get a car because public transport is expensive and not very efficient
• Hanging out in a pub is the most effective way to integrate with native
Irish people
• Try to get into a French group on Facebook. It is really helpful if you have
any questions

htps://wavebreakmedia.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malta - Mosta

Student(s) : Elodie
language(s) : english
level : A2-B1
test: Toeic

QUAD CONSULTANCY
2019

THE COMPANY

Quad Consultancy is a Maltese company created in 2006 by Mark J. Galea. The aim of the company is to satisfy the needs of its customers as much as possible. The company is a recruitment agency, so its aim is to find the best candidate for its clients. The company
provides also a diversified offer in advisory services in Finance, IT & Communication, HR, Legal and Compliance.
There are 6 employees in the company: the Director, 4 consultants specialized in Human Resources, the operations director and the
accountant.When I arrived, there were 5 other interns so sometimes we didn’t have much work to do. The working atmosphere wasn’t
the best because of the lack of communication between the interns and the consultants but also the lack of consideration.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I sent around 70 emails to Maltese and British companies to find an internship. I looked for an internship on internet just by entering
«recruitment agency» in the Google search bar. I sent to all those in Malta and a dozen in London. I had three positive answers, three
interviews and I selected the one whose missions seemed interesting and it was Quad Consultancy.

MY TASKS

My main missions were to find the best profiles (either on the database or on LinkedIn) in relation to the job description given by the
client. I was also in charge of recruiting the company’s interns, including conducting Skype interviews. I was in charge of expanding
the customer portfolio by finding potential customers. For that I looked on the different job boards for companies that were looking for
candidates, I had to contact them to offer our services.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

During my stay in Malta, I moved every weekend in order to visit the country, I went to: Mdina- Rabat, Comino/Blue Lagoon, Gozo, Valletta, Marsaxlokk, to the beach etc. The country is culturally rich, and it is a blend of British, Arabic and Mediterranean culture! Finally,
you have to try Paceville, the most lively and festive district in Malta. You have to try also the Pastizzi, one of the most famous specialties
in Malta, it can be found everywhere on the island.

MY ADVICE-TIPS
MY MONTHLY BUDGET :

•

Housing : €500 all included

•

Internet & telephone : € 20 /month

•

Food : € 100-€ 130 /month

•

Transportation : € 26
Leisure : Visiting the country: € 50/month minimum - Restaurant, museum: € 70 -€ 100/month

•
•

Here the people are really kind if you don’t understand something, they try to explain
to you better. There are no real cultural shocks because you will be surrounded by
French!
Don’t be surprised when you arrive: cars drive on the left like in England. Buses are
never on time so be prepared if you want to go somewhere.
The best place to live is Sliema, Pembroke, Gzira, San Giljan, you will be near the sea
and all the amenities.
Don’t give up for your internship search even if it can be discouraging! I waited a long
time to get answers and then suddenly I had three at the same time!
Don’t hesitate to go on a Facebook group. Thanks to this network I found my room!
As soon as you have settled the administrative part, prepare your trip! It is important to
know the culture, learn about the country, budget your expenses, etc.

https://www.quadconsultancy.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malta - Mdina

Student(s) : Marion
language(s) : english
level : C1
test: Toeic

infinitely xara
2019

THE COMPANY

Infinitely Xara is composed of several activities and the most known is The Xara Palace Hotel. This 5-star hotel is part of the Relais &
Châteaux group. They also own other outlets such as restaurants and they offer event and catering services.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I wanted to do my internship in the luxury hospitality sector. I also wanted to go to a country where I could use my English, which is why
I applied to countries such as England, The United States, Canada and Malta.
A Maltese company was one of the first to reply. As I had a very good feeling during the interview and as they accepted me, I decided
to do my internship at Infinitely Xara.

MY TASKS

Customer Relationship Management. Creation of content such as newsletters, flyers, welcome letters, posters etc. Creation of content
for the website and regular monitoring of its operation. Create and manage the calendar of events. Attend events such as conferences, seminars and receptions. Contribute to marketing strategies and press relations. Analysis of market trends and strategy building. Create and maintain a media strategy in agreement with the management team. Manage their presence on social media.
Attend meetings with the sales and marketing department.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

During weekends, I loved visiting Malta and Malta’s sister island Gozo. There are many villages to discover with their own cultural events
and “festa”. I went to the capital, Valletta a lot because it is one of the prettiest cities on the island, with the small medieval city Mdina.
These two cities are full of history and activities to relax after the working week.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : around € 485
Housing : €225/month
Internet & telephone : €25/month
Food : €160/month
Transportation : €30/month
Leisure : €45/month

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• The Maltese accent is a bit complicated to understand at the beginning
but eventually we got used to it.
• People are mostly kind to foreigners and willing to help you find your way.
• In the company, I would advise to be very open and take all the opportunities to be useful.
• Buses are quite well established in both islands. But if for some reasons
you need to go somewhere in a faster way, there is a Uber-type service
called Bolt that is cheaper than taxis and still very reliable.

International pages : https://xarapalace.com.mt

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Espagne - Pontedeume

Student(s) : clément
language(s) : english/Spanish
level : A2
test: Toeic

fertri
2019

THE COMPANY

It is a company that manufactures and assembles greenhouses and agricultural steel structures. All construction parts are manufactured in FERTRI’s two factories. I was very well received within this company and my experience was very good.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

The search for an internship company abroad is very complicated, particularly because no one has been able to help us in any way.
So I had to use my contacts to find a company in Spain that had a real need for development and not just a little help.

MY TASKS

My role was to develop the market for greenhouses and agricultural structures in French-speaking countries. To do this, I developed a
development strategy and took action. First I defined my target and then I designed a database. The second step was to contact the
companies by phone and email. The aim here is to find partners and distributors to offer our greenhouses to customers.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

I made several trips to visit place with the family that was staying with me. I now know almost the whole region of Galicia. I also played
sports (tennis).

MY MONTHLY BUDGET :
Housing : €0 €
Internet & telephone : €20
Food : €300
Transportation : €0 €

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Start your internship search at the beginning of the year and don’t hesitate to use your relationships.
• I didn’t experience any culture shock because Spain is a
• neighboring country of France and there is not much difference. However, life is cheaper, about half as expensive.

Leisure : €0 €

International pages : http://fertri.com

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Ireland- Dublin

Student(s) : Léa
language(s) : english
level : B1
test: Toefl

2GoCup
2019

THE COMPANY

2GoCup is an Irish start-up company created in May 2018 by Kevin MURPHY, student at the Business School of Dublin College University. The aim of the
company is to provide branded reusable cups for coffee shops, universities and companies across Ireland. The company can be divided in 3 parts:
the first one that I have just explained called “2GoCup – One cup at a time” and then there is “2GoCharity”, the goal is to give 12 cups per month to an
association/organisation across the country to support their initiatives. And the last part, “CoCup – Ireland’s Deposit and Return Scheme” launched on
April 8th, 2019. The concept is as follows: when your order a coffee to go, you can have it in a reusable cup called CoCup for €1, then you enjoy your
coffee, once finished either you keep the cup and the next time you can exchange it with a clean one; or you can give it back to the cafe and have
your €1 back. This concept has been set up to respect the EU’s goal which is to ban disposable coffee cups for 2030. The company has big partners
for the Deposit and Return scheme and the goal is to supply the whole country.
For the moment there are 5 employees in the company, but by the end of August, they plan to be 8. A lovely young team working in a friendly atmosphere with a promising future because of the opportunistic environment in which they are working.
maceutical and retail. They are used to filling permanent, temporary and contract roles for businesses of all sizes.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I sent around 100 mails to find an internship. At the beginning, I wanted to do it in Canada but then the deadlines for completing the visa were closed, so I
started to look in Europe. I looked for an internship on the Internet, websites like Indeed, on company websites directly, on the UGA Moodle… I found one in
Malta but I was not very interested in it so I continued my research. I finally found my internship thanks to a list that Emily RANKIN put on the Moodle. I contacted
an Irish company, I had an interview but unfortunately the CEO couldn’t find tasks to give me. He gave me his son’s email address and he agreed to take me,
this is how I found my internship, it was a lucky break.

MY TASKS

My main mission was to improve the company’s business development. I had to contact new customers, communicate on social medias so
create content for Instagram, Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn. I had to do market research on different countries and keep an eye on the news to
see if new competitors appeared that could be a threat for us. I also had to register the company to events across the country in order to build its
network and introduce its project to different people. As it is a start-up we all worked together on the tasks and I was involved in all the processes,
it was so interesting to see how to build a business! I also had to look for properties and organise viewing according to the CEO’s schedule.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

During my stay in Ireland, I registered to a gym club in order to practice a sport and to meet new people. I travelled every weekend in order to visit the country,
I went to: Cork, Belfast, Galway, Glendalough, Wicklow, the Wicklow mountains, Kerry, Kilkenny. The country is full of magnificent places with superb hikes (for
the more courageous) which enabled you to reach splendid views! Finally, when you are in Ireland, you have to try the pub! It is a real culture here to have a
100% immersion you have to go in a Live Music Pub and have a Guinness!

MY MONTHLY BUDGET:
Housing: €800

MY ADVICE-TIPS
•

Internet & telephone : €15/month
Food: €100-€130/month

•

Transportation: €130/month
Leisure: €150/month visit of the country
Restaurant/museum €70-€100/month

•

Irish people are very welcoming, they will always help you if you are lost in the town,
and this is so reassuring! The cost of living is high but for three months it is okay. If
you want to visit Northern Ireland, don’t forget to change your money from euros to
pounds!
For the internship search, don’t give up even if it’s hard and discouraging, but in my
case I found it in the middle of March and it was the best experience of my life! You
have to try all the tools at your disposition: your family and friends, your own network,
social media, recruitment websites, IAE Community etc.
Then, do your agreement as fast as possible and prepare your trip! Once there, try to
understand the environment in which you are working and start thinking about your
essay topic! And above all, do not hesitate to take initiatives in your company, you will
be rewarded

http://2gocup.ie/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

angleterre - London

Student(s) : Océane
language(s) : english
level: TOEIC

Kerr Recruitment
2019

THE COMPANY

I worked within a leading commercial recruitment agency based in London, specializing in commercial, technical and multilingual
employment throughout the UK and Europe.
The team of multilingual consultants have an outstanding experience in placing candidates in diverse divisions across a wide range
of sectors, including e-commerce, entertainment, banking, engineering, fashion, finance, FMCG, hospitality, IT, legal, marketing, pharmaceutical and retail. They are used to filling permanent, temporary and contract roles for businesses of all sizes.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I was very lucky as I only sent 5 emails, had 1 interview and found my internship. I searched “recruitment agency in London” on Internet,
looked at websites and sent emails to the ones which seemed interesting, modern and who focused on languages.

MY TASKS
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Candidate sourcing using different channels
Shortlisting candidates according to requirements
Initial phone interview with candidates
CV formatting
Utilise language skills to assist with assessing candidates
Database management
Lead generation
Initial approach with potential clients in order to understand the needs and market
General office administration duties

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Honestly, I worked a lot so at the end of the day I was so tired that I didn’t really have time for extra-professional activities. But, during
the weekends there are so many things to do in London. There are many things to visit, neighborhoods to discover and you can also
travel within the country. There are many shops, cinemas and events organized where you can meet people. In the end, my main
extra professional activities were going out and visiting.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1000 £

MY ADVICE-TIPS

Housing : 607£

• I think that in London finding a flat is the hardest thing, many agencies
are fake and you can easily lose a lot of money. The best way of finding
Internet & telephone : Nothing more than in France
a room is having viewings directly in London and so start with renting an
Food: 100 £ (£7 per day from the companyfor my lunch)
Airbnb or something like that.
• Also, the biggest cultural shock is the commute. Commuting in London is
Transportation: paid by the company
REALLY long, there are a lot of buses and tubes but the average time for
Leisure : 100£
commuting is 40 minutes and in the afternoon, around 5.30pm – 6pm it
can easily be 1h because of the traffic.

https://www.kerr-recruitment.co.uk/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Portugal - Lisbon

Student(s): Ines
language(s): Portuguese
level : B2

Soreco
Avril-jaugust 2019

THE COMPANY

Soreco is an accounting firm based on Avenida da Liberdade in Lisbon. It is specialized in the fiscal and accounting support of French
companies setting up in Portugal.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I was looking for an accounting internship in a South European country, so I sent my resume and a cover letter to many accounting
companies. I basically looked online for accounting firms in main cities, checked their website to know their activity and then contacted the ones that interested me by email. (I also applied to some job offers on LinkedIn but it did not really work). I had some Skype
interviews with different companies but I selected Soreco as tasks offered matched my profile better.

MY TASKS

What was really rewarding in this internship was that the tasks were really varied. For example, I had to do the accounting entry for our
clients, emit their invoices, do some parts of the financial reports of various customers, assist my boss with tax declarations, do the archiving and accounting documents, …
I learned how to use Sage, which is accountancy software.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

I signed up to a gym in Lisbon called Fitness Hut. It is a low-cost gym that offers cheap subscriptions, for no specific duration. The services offered and the facilities are great and really affordable for students that want to keep a physical activity while they are abroad.
I also tried to do some tourism across Lisbon and a bit outside of the city in order to discover Portugal’s beautiful culture and landscapes.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET:
Housing : €350/month
Internet & telephone : €10

MY ADVICE-TIPS

Start to look for your accommodation as soon as your internship is confirmed by the company. As Lisbon is getting trendier, it can be hard to find a
well-located place if you wait for too long.

Food : €100/month
Transportation : €40/month
Leisure : €80/month

https://www.soreco.net/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Germany - Berlin

Student(s) : Zahra

German Federal Association for Sustainability
Avril-juin 2019

language(s) : english
level : B2-C1
test: Toeic

THE COMPANY

German Federal Association for Sustainability is an NGO that carries out several tasks related to sustainability. Its main work is to do research on sustainability. It was created in 2013. The working atmosphere is very international as there are interns from all over the world.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I started doing my internship search very early (during summer vacations). I started by sending applications to several companies
from different fields and especially companies where ex−students had been as they would probably recruit another intern. However,
I would advise you to think about the field in which you want to do your internship during summer vacations. Remember to not limit
yourself to that and when school starts, start sending applications and follow advice from teachers. As I had sent my application to
several places, I had 4 interviews and got an internship in 3 companies. But I chose to come here. I found this company through the
student testimonial handbook where an ex− student had spoken about her experience.

MY TASKS

Mainly doing research on several topics (nomadism and implementing sustainability in companies)
Small help in co−organizing an annual award function
Prepare a proposal for funding for the Federal Ministry of Germany in a team of international students

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Visiting, travelling: Berlin is a huge, multicultural and beautiful city, and there is always something to do here. 3 months of internship is
the perfect time period to discover this city, as a 3 to 4-day trip is not enough. Even the cities around Berlin such as Potsdam and the
lakes around are worth visiting. If you are a foodie and a traveler then this is the best city for you.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €800 to €850
Housing : €400€

MY ADVICE-TIPS
•

Internet & telephone : /

•

Food : €150

•

Transportation : €81 (monthly)

•

Leisure : €150

Give yourself time limits (until December to find the internship, from December start
looking for a place to live and deal with administrative work) but don’t stress out if you
haven’t found your internship after December as it happens to many students.
Keep applying and improving your CV and cover letter through the help of teachers
and classes dedicated to this.
Keep multiple options for internships. Have a plan A, B and C. In December decide
the one you want to keep.
Food is not very expensive, however rent is a bit expensive (slightly higher than Grenoble, a studio apartment is minimum 600 euros and a room averages 400€ to
500€) but it’s very hard to find a place to live especially if you don’t want to end up in
student dorms. So whenever you start searching for an internship here, start looking
for a place to live as well.

https://nachhaltigkeit.bvng.org/en/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Germany - Lübeck

Student(s) : Walid
language(s) : english
level : A2
test: 435

Symcon Gmbh
2019

THE COMPANY

I was an intern at Symcon GmbH, a sales and development company for automation software.
In 2012, they created their own platform of SmartHome called Symbox that enables both individuals and companies to control buildings. It is possible to monitor the condition of the house using the IP-Symcon application. It is a very practical tool because it allows
you to connect all home automation devices in the house and display their actions on the interface of the application.

Doing this internship in this company was very interesting and enriching because it allowed me to work in a public company abroad
and to discover the world of home automation in Lübeck and Germany through my research.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I obtained this contact thanks to an acquaintance who personally knows my supervisor and who advised me to contact him.

MY TASKS

During this internship, I was in charge of processing and updating data for the IP-Symcon app in Rstudio.
The beginning was a little difficult in terms of adapting to my new situation and for my first tasks. The use of the Rstudio software for this
mission was my initiative. Basically, I had to look for software that had to be efficient and understandable enough to process the data.
As there are many, I decided to talk to my internship supervisor about Rstudio. It is software that I learned to master during my DUT and
is a good tool for using statistics.
This internship allowed me to gain in autonomy and confidence. I proposed several solutions to my internship supervisor to process
their data.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

The center of Lübeck is an island. There are many activities. Almost every week, I would canoe or kayak almost every week with the
people I met.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 420 EUROS
Housing : €270
Internet & telephone : €40
Food : €50
Transportation : €20-30

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• I recommend doing an internship in Lübeck, it’s a very nice city. Even if
the main language is German, the people in Lübeck speak very good
English and it is easy to be understood. It is an environment that is quite
similar to that of Grenoble in terms of architecture. But this city has
some unique buildings that you should visit.

Leisure : €40-50

https://www.symcon.de/en/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Canada - Mount Brydges

Student(s) : Chloé

Heartnut Grove

Test :toeic

2019

THE COMPANY

Heartnut Grove is a company dealing in agricultural products. That means it buys products from worldwide suppliers to sell them on a
more local scale to its customers.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I found my internship through my network. It felt like the easiest way to get an interesting internship.

MY TASK

I took care of all the company’s communication. I helped improve the website and did some community management. I also designed a part of the new catalogue. Finally, I taught my coworkers how to use social media so they could keep on updating the accounts after I had left.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

I mostly used my free time to go out and explore Ontario. Mount Brydges is a small country town where there is nothing interesting to
do. However, it is only 2 hours away from Toronto, Niagara Falls or the United States. It is also surrounded by the Great Lakes. It gives a
lot of opportunities to see other things.

MY ADVICE-TIPS
MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1300 CAD
Housing: 600 CAD€
Internet & telephone : 50 CAD€

• Start your internship search early. You need a Visa to work in Canada
and it takes a lot of time to get it done. The later your find your internship, the more expensive your flight will be.
• Once you get there, be prepared to travel long distances to visit something since Canadians don’t have the same notion of distance we
do!

Food: 200 CAD
Transportation: 150 CAD
Leisure: 300 CAD€

https://heartnutgrove.com

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Angleterre- Londres

Student(s) : Albane
language(s) : english
level : A2
test: Toeic 525

EcoWorld London
April-june 2019

THE COMPANY

EcoWorld London is part of EcoWorld International, a Malaysian real-estate developer. The company has been involved in developing
some of the most iconic and award-winning developments in Malaysia and the UK.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I used LinkedIn and the UGA platform. I received some emails from IAE regarding internship opportunities.
I created an account on job teaser but honestly I found my internship thanks to my network. I created a big part of my network in the
bar where I work all the summer holidays.

MY TASK

During my internship I assisted the Marketing team on the advertising campaigns, creation of events and copywriting for communication. I was in contact with the suppliers and reviewed strategies with them in order to promote the development projects.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Running in the beautiful London parks and participating in some events such as Race for Life 2019, a race that takes place every year
to support cancer research. There are many things to do in London but unfortunately I didn’t have the time to do other activities and
the cost of life is too expensive.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1500 EUROS
Housing : €900/month in a flatshare
Internet & telephone : Same as in France
Food : €250/month
Transportation : €180€/month
Leisure : €100 /month

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• If you want to enjoy your time in London, you need to have savings because the cost of life is very expensive. It’s difficult to find accommodation for less than 700 euros per month.
• London is beautiful, there are many nice areas. The culture is a little bit
different than in France. English people respect the rules and are very
polite. Never overtake someone in a queue!

https://ecoworldlondon.com/
https://ecoworldinternational.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Angleterre - Londres

Student(s) : Hugo
language(s) : english
Test : toeic 895/900

Accor Hotel
Avril-juillet 2017

THE COMPANY

AccorHotels UK & Ireland is a service provider in the hospitality industry. Headquartered in London, AccorHotels UK&I has a portfolio of
300 properties and is one of the European hubs of Accor. Accor is the parent company that is involved in the operation and investment of hotel properties through three divisions: Hotel Services, Hotel Assets and New Businesses. Thanks to these various activities, the
group has generated 3,610 million euros in revenue and 2,233 million euros in net profit in 2018. Geographically speaking, Accor is the
worldwide hospitality leader except in the United States and China - where local players are historically implanted – with 4,800 hotels
located in more than 100 countries.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I found my internship by cold canvassing via e-mail. In total, I sent more than 350 e-mails to finally find the perfect internship. In order
to maximize the response rate, I selected personal e-mail addresses such as firstname.lastname@company.com. To do so, I visited
company’s website directly and read the Franco- British Trade Directory. Then, I prepared an e-mail template with a possibility to personalize it by changing the name of the company or the name of the recipient. Sending an e-mail is quick when you have an established template and a list of e-mails. So, don’t be afraid to send as many as you can!

MY TASK

During this 4-month internship, I had the opportunity to work and discuss with experts from different backgrounds and departments
within the company. This experience allowed me to have a global vision of the organization and understand better the role of finance.
As a Business Analyst Intern, my role was to extract and compile data for monthly activity reports to measure hotel performance and
support the management team in decision-making. I had the chance to work on concrete missions and create new digital tools such
as a dashboard, or to optimize existing ones.
Thanks to these missions, I acquired advanced Excel skills, enhanced my knowledge in term of financial analysis, as well as my interpersonal skills through teamwork.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

London is an amazing city to visit. Whether you like nature (parks, river cruises), architecture (buildings, historical monuments), culture
(museums) or you simply want to enjoy London nightlife (comedy, clubs), you always have a million things to do. In order to never be
short of ideas and discover amazing place go visit TimeOut.com.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : £1200
Housing: €900/
Internet & telephone : £0
Food: £200
Transportation: £120
Leisure: £100

MY ADVICE-TIPS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Start your internship search as soon as possible
Target your research by geographical area (City) and industry/department
Use JobTeaser via your UGA account to apply to internship offers
Use LinkedIn Premium (free trial) to take advantage of the numerous offers
Prepare your CV like a local and promote your skills/achievements
Send your CV massively in order to get interviews
Your internship search is a time-consuming process but invest time in order
to have the opportunity to choose your perfect internship

https://group.accor.com/en

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Pays bas - La Haye

Student(s): Fanny
language(s): english
level : B1
test: Toeic

Ashoka
2019

THE COMPANY

Ashoka is a huge NGO ranked each year in the top 10 most influential NGOs in the world. Ashoka builds and cultivates a community
of change leaders who see that the world now requires everyone to be a change maker.
They collaborate to transform institutions and cultures worldwide, supporting change making for the good of society. Ashoka therefore
needs a huge international network which involves the business, government and citizen sectors to succeed in these ambitious goals.
In a basic way Ashoka is like a dating site, which creates matches between companies who have money to invest and change makers who have a social impact project and who need money to develop it. To do so, Ashoka runs multiple ventures and fellowship
programs and alliances on different themes such as education, circular economy, healthcare etc.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

For my internship search, I targeted an area of particular interest for me: the social/environmental sector. I sent about twenty applications with a CV & covering email including a personalized part about the organization. I then had two interviews with Ashoka NL to
discuss my missions.
Ashoka is looking for a lot of interns around the world (around 90 locations) and they usually give a lot of freedom and responsibility to
the interns. (It was an unpaid internship).

MY TASKS

They arranged for me to have mainly financial and administrative daily tasks. My main mission was to implement GDPR in the organization in collaboration with the global office based in the US and also support the organization at a 3-day international event. They are
totally open to proposals according to your abilities and interests.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Visiting different cities in the Netherlands, Rotterdam, Amsterdam, Delft, Leiden,
Waterland villages etc. Meeting people mainly thanks to Facebook and couch surfing groups. Going to the biggest European market
in the Hague. The Hague is a city where you feel good, there are different areas (business, city center for shopping, old city, huge &
cheap market) and there is also the beach. The city has a central position, it’s just 45min from Amsterdam by train and 30 minutes
from Rotterdam

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €700
Housing: €400€

MY ADVICE-TIPS
•

Internet & telephone: €0

•

Food: €120

•

Transportation: €30
Leisure: €150

•
•
•

Amsterdam is maybe not the best city in the Netherlands to do an internship (too
crowded and very expensive)
It’s very difficult to find accommodation in the Netherlands, I found out by asking for
help on Couchsurfing 2 days after my arrival.
Food shops like Albert Heijn are really expensive and they don’t accept French credit
cards, you can find really cheap but good quality food at the “Haagse Markt”
There are really good second-hand shops in the Netherlands
The Dutch can sometimes be “direct”, so don’t worry.
Public transport is expensive, the best way is to find a room not too far from your work
and rent a bike on this website for 13€/month

https://www.ashoka.org/fr-fr

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Angleterre - Londres

Student(s) : Marwann
language(s) : english
level : A2
test: Toeic

Century 21
avril-july 2019

THE COMPANY

The company is a real-estate agency located at London. It operates especially in the Ilford real-estate market in which its role is to
be an intermediary between landlords and people searching for housing. It could be in the case of a sale, a tenancy or for property
management.
This agency is one of the numerous Century 21 franchises throughout the world and the United Kingdom. It was taken over by its current
owners in 2017, benefiting from the Century 21 UK support to launch itself into the real-estate business.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I searched for my internship meticulously. For that I decided to focus on one country and especially one city; London. After that I focused on two main interesting sectors for my future. I wanted have an experience either in the banking sector or in real estate. That’s
why I looked at many real estate and banking agencies in London with the aim of making a detailed list. Once done I sent around
100 emails and received 3 answers. I therefore considered the most interesting and it was Century 21 Ilford.

MY TASK

My first task was to answer calls and email inquiries, helping the customer and organizing viewings for example. I also had to
implement new software in the agency. I learnt how it worked in order to transfer of all the agency’s data and allow the agency to use
it as their new business management dashboard.
I also carried out some accounting and admin tasks

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Of course I took the opportunity to discover the city of London. At the weekend I visited areas like Hyde Park, The City and its skyscrapers,
typical neighborhoods like Camden, Piccadilly Circus or even Bond Street. I also took advantage of some London’s events like concerts,
clubs, pubs, sport events and also visited historical places or famous museums in the city.
You can’t be bored in London and I really appreciate all the things I discovered in the city.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €1000
Housing: €650€
Internet & telephone: €
Food: €140 €
Transportation: €60 €

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• My advice for living in London is to know how to plan things. Make sure
you choose the best accommodation (you may have surprises). Know
how to plan your activities, because you will have so many things to do
and also plan to save money at the end. It’s necessary. Also don’t hesitate to go ahead and express yourself

Leisure: €150 €

https://www.century21uk.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Cambodge - Phnom Penh
Bikay
Avril-août 2019

Student(s) : Hugo
language(s) : english
level : A2
test: Toeic

THE COMPANY

Bikay is a worldwide IT start-up created in 2010 by 2 French engineers. This company, which has about 20 employees (European and
Asian engineers), is a company that provides IT services and advice to its customers in the field of business solutions.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I was mainly looking for an internship in Asia to completely change my culture and environment. My parents always told me that it was
a wonderful continent with very kind and caring people so I tried to find an internship in Cambodia. I had 2 interviews very quickly and
I therefore chose the purely IT company.

MY TASK

I help the development team to develop mobile applications.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

A lot of football. I found a football club in this city and I trained 3 times a week + 1 football match the weekend. This took up a lot of
time because our team played in a good championship and the matches were filmed.
When there were no matches at the weekend I traveled throughout the country and into Vietnam to see beautiful landscapes.
I traveled to Siem Reap, Angkor, Mondulkiri, Kho Rong, Kep, Kampot, Rabbit Island, Ho Chi Minh.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET: 500$
Housing : 160 $
Internet & telephone: 8$/month
Food: 1 and 3 $/dinner
Transportation: 1-2$/day
Leisure: 30-40$/week

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Cambodia is an amazing country. Cambodian people are very cool, kind
and smiling. The landscapes are beautiful when you travel in the country.
• It is a big change from France. The country is poor country and the roads
are not in good condition. Travel by tuktuk or scooter in the city, not by car.
Apartments are different from those in France. There is a lot of pollution. It is
45 degrees in April-May.
• I advise anyone who has not been to Asia to go there during their internship.
• Expenses, apart from the flight, are lower compared to other countries. So
once there, you can enjoy traveling to neighboring countries.

www.bi-kay.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Belgium - Uccle

Student(s) : Zoé
language(s) : english -French

Sylho
Avril-june 2019

THE COMPANY

SYLHO is a very dynamic young Belgian start-up with many opportunities. It develops and sells medical computer software and other
IT solutions such as websites. Composed of a young team of 10 peoples, the working environment is pleasant.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

After using my network, the IAE network and applying to many international companies, I found my internship thanks to my application
on the website: http://stagebruxelles.be/

MY TASKS

My main activity was business development, which included prospecting, cold calling and sales appointments. As in any start-up, I
was in charge of other tasks such as writing website content or searching profiles to recruit.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Belgium being a small country, I spent my free time traveling within the different cities of Flanders and Wallonia. I also enjoyed the
many green spaces in Brussels to take a walk. Finally, the city of Brussels is full of bars, restaurants and original cultural spaces, so I did
not miss the opportunity to discover them.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €1000
Housing : €450 €
Internet & telephone: french phone pacakge€
Food : €200
Transportation: €50 €

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Do not limit yourself to visiting the Grand Place and Manneken-Pis. The
city has many pleasant streets to discover and sports activities to do.
Surprisingly, the whole city of Brussels is bilingual and speaks French and
Dutch.
• The weather is very variable from April to June between rain and sun.
What is surprising is that the population has completely adapted and
every good Brusseleer walks around with an umbrella.

Leisure: €100

Site web : https://sylho.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Ecosse-Edimburg

Student(s) : Doriane
language(s) : C1 writing
B2 speaking
test: Toeic

Oxfam
2019

THE COMPANY

Oxfam is an NGO known throughout the world. Its purpose is to fight poverty in the world. It thus organizes several actions to help countries and people in need (for example, by sending funds after Cyclone IDAI). To raise funds to finance its actions, Oxfam has a large
network of charity shops in several countries. The principle of these shops is simple; the team of volunteers collects donations and sells
them at a low price. In addition to these donations, Oxfam also sells «fair trade» products that embody its values (gender equality,
sustainable development, etc.).

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

My search for an internship was complicated. I first wanted to do my internship in Australia but personal constraints forced me to
choose a closer English-speaking country. Then I wanted to do my internship in marketing in the city of Edinburgh but after sending
many emails and without a positive answer I decided to expand my request. I saw that many former students had completed their
internship at Oxfam so I took my chance and was taken quickly.

MY TASKS

As an intern, my main mission was to participate in the smooth running of the shop. This could take several forms such as cashing, filling
the shelves with new products, sorting donations at the back... Overall, the missions were divided into two main groups, either we were
in the shop with the customers (covering the till) or we were at the back of the shop. During my internship, I also had the opportunity to
have more specific assignments. For example, I participated in the creation of the window display. I had the opportunity to do different
tasks but they can be repetitive and simple after 3 months.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Thanks to Oxfam I was able to quickly meet many people with whom I was able to discover a little more about Scotland. I visited the
city of Edinburgh and its surroundings (Arthur’s Seat, museums, the old town etc.). By being with locals you discover authentic places
that are closer to the local culture than places for tourists.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1400£
Housing : 1000 £

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Beware on the roads, they drive on the left! School children wear uniforms.

Internet & telephone: 0 £
Food: 200 £
Transportation: 60 £
Leisure: 140 £

https://www.oxfam.org.uk/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Angleterre- Rugby

Student(s) : Lucas
language(s) : english
test: Toeic

Romi Uk
Avril-july 2019

THE COMPANY

Established in 1975 as Sandretto UK they have sold and serviced over 3000 injection moulding machines in UK and abroad. After
Romi’s acquisition by the Sandretto brand in 2014, they experienced substantial growth finally becoming Romi Machines UK in 2014.

ROMI UK sell and service CNC Machine Tools and Plastic Injection Moulding Machines as well as offer full assistance on service and
spare parts to all Sandretto Machines, regardless of age.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH
IAE Community
Job Teaser
Linkedin
CV Library

MY TASKS

Support in developing the new European corporate website
Support in sales process (CRM Oracle Sales Cloud)
Support in organization of Dusseldorf K show 2019

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES
Visits
Sports
Trips

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 600£
Housing : Airbnb

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Beware on the roads, they drive on the left! School children wear uniforms.

Internet & telephone:
Food :
Transportation:
Leisure:

https://www.romiuk.com

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Ile Maurice - Port Louis

Student(s) : Marion
language(s) : english -French
Level: B2

The warehouse
2019

THE COMPANY

The company where I did my internship is called The Warehouse Ltd 361. The head office is located in Port Louis, which is the capital
of Mauritius. The company is a leader in the market for household appliances and electronics. It has 17 stores throughout the island. It
currently employs more than 200 people. The team I worked with was really nice.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

To find my internship, I first sent a lot of resumes and cover letters to England and Ireland, but I also looked at the offers on the IAE Community platform. I found internship offers in Mauritius via this platform that corresponded to what I wanted to do in terms of missions.
Then I had several interviews and the head-hunter offered me an interview with The Warehouse Ltd 361 who was looking for an intern
as a digital marketing project manager. It is thanks to this that I was able to get my internship with the company.

MY TASKS

My function as an intern was digital marketing project manager. I was in charge of modifying the company’s e-commerce site for 4
months, particularly on the technical (SEO) and aesthetic (adding visual content) aspects of the site. I was also in charge of animating
their social media accounts (Facebook, LinkedIn, and Instagram).
I participated in the implementation of the digital marketing strategy by carrying out benchmarking work. I also did graphic design,
working with the design team. I organized contests and I carried out customer follow-up.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

During my internship, I was able to visit many places of worship, immerse myself in different cultures, go out with my friends, go hiking
(Le Pouce, Le Morne), and go to the different beach. I went diving with dolphins, fish and turtles.
I went to the sugar museum. I went to visit many small towns and islands and I visited the various Mauritian markets.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €600
Housing : €350 €
Internet & telephone:€ €30

MY ADVICE-TIPS
•
•

Food : €100
Transportation: €60 €
Leisure: €50

•
•

I advise you to be open-minded, live this experience to the full and immerse yourself
in the different cultures. The people here are wonderful and kind; they integrate you
the minute you step on the island. It is an adventure.
I was able to meet people from different cultures and religions, share my professional
and personal experience with them, and discover Indian, Chinese, Arab, European
and African cuisine.
As I walked through the streets, I could see Catholic churches and mosques side by
side and see people talking and respecting each other. In addition, during my trip I
visited many temples and was able to immerse myself in Hindu culture for a day.
I discovered many things in this country that made me mature and have a richer
vision of the world.

www.361.mu

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Finlande- Helsinki

Student(s) : Jade
language(s) : english
Level: B2

SINGA
Avril-june 2019

THE COMPANY

I did my internship in a startup called Singa; their project is to become the reference in karaoke. To do this, they developed an app (B2C)
as well as software (B2B). For both, 60,000 songs are available, wallpapers and many features.
I wanted to do my internship in a startup to see if my preconceived ideas were true. I can confirm that everything is true, open spaces,
Playstations in the office, the schedules set by ourselves (I still worked in the office every day from 10am to 5pm) and karaoke in the office.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

Before I found my internship in Singa I sent dozens of emails to start-ups in Helsinki but I didn’t receive any positive answers.
I found Singa thanks to a website that ranked Finland’s 100 hottest startups. I sent an email to the first 50 and I just received one positive
answer. I sent the first email to Singa in January and only signed the internship agreement in March; it is a very long process.
The advice I would give is to write a little paragraph in the email that makes them want to know more and include your CV (I didn’t
write a cover letter). My second piece of advice is to not be satisfied with just one positive answer but 2 or 3. In November, a startup
in Finance wanted to take me for an internship and then finally it didn’t happen and I didn’t have an internship. I found a second internship in a Franco-Finnish school but it was less interesting.

MY TASKS

During the 3-month internship, I carried different tasks. First of all, I did a lot of work on CRM to familiarize myself with this essential business tool. Secondly, I carried out 2 market studies, one for France and the other for the world. Finally, I did some marketing and sales
tasks. The tasks I had to do were not related to my studies, but I learned a lot of things that will be useful to me later on. Working in a
startup gives a taste of entrepreneurship and creating your own business.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Having done my internship in Helsinki (the capital of Finland), there are many events every weekend, sometimes very unusual. During the 3
months I went to visit 2 cities around Helsinki: Turku (the old capital) and Porvoo a small village. I also had the opportunity to go to Tallinn (the
capital of Estonia). There are a lot of parks and forests so I would regularly go for a run or hike.
You have to pay to go to most museums in Helsinki, however once a week/month during the day or a few hours they are free. Thanks to this
system I visited 5 museums for free. Helsinki is a small capital that at first sight seems a little empty without too much activity. I think it’s totally
the opposite, there’s a lot to see and discover.
Helsinki is a small capital that at first sight seems a little empty without too much activity. I think it’s totally the opposite, there’s a lot to
see and discover.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €500
Housing : €400 €
Internet & telephone:
Food : €30/week
Transportation: €15/month €
Leisure: €10/trip

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Although Finland is a country in Europe, it does not really look like France.
• When I arrived in early April, it was snowing and it was cold (maximum 5 degrees). The closer we got to summer, the longer the days got. At the end of my
internship (early July) there was 19 hours of light.
• There are a few rules to follow, such as traffic lights for pedestrians. Finns love
coffee and candy.
• The best advice I can give you is to test things. When I went shopping I bought
strange things, but sometimes it was a success. Walk around a little bit anywhere.
• Finland is a country with a higher standard of living than France, but it did not
cost me much. Finland is a beautiful country and the happiest in the world!

https://singa.com/uk

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Suisse- Zurich

Student(s) : Etienne
language(s) : english -German

Zurich Insurance
Avril-june 2019

THE COMPANY

Zurich Insurance is a really huge company. There are a lot of employees but the atmosphere in my team was really great. I met a lot of
employees from all over the world (Asia, North and South America, Europe). It was a really interesting experience with a lot of really great
discussions.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I began my internship search in October and I found it in March. At the beginning, I looked in Montreal, then Amsterdam and finally in
Zurich. I found my internship with my personal network even though I tried without. Honestly, it was not easy to find it.

MY TASKS

My main tasks were on the Coupa project. I worked with a lot of different people. I supported the Travel & Expenses office for the Ariba
cut over (old system) and helped implement the new Coupa system. I also supported Coupa project managers in a lot of different
fields such as communication, creation of training guides, and training sessions. I wrote reports on new processes, statistics. My tasks
were really varied and not concentrated in one particular area.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

In the city of Zurich, there are a lot of things to do. I visited the city, took part in festivals and events. I also traveled in the countryside and
other cities in Switzerland.
I did a lot of sports. I played tennis, badminton, and ping pong. I went to the gym. My internship was really intensive!

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1300 CHF
Housing : From 750 CHF in flat sharing
€Internet & telephone: 50 CHF
Food: 400 CHF

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• There was no real culture shock. Swiss people like to be among themselves, and if you speak German it’s a really great advantage for making
some local friends. But you can also easily find international people because a big part of the population is not Swiss.

Transportation: 60 CHF €
Leisure: Depends of the activities

https://www.zurich.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malaisie- Kuala Lumpur

Student(s) : Elena
language(s) : english

PurelyB
Avril-june 2019

THE COMPANY

Leading a sustainable healthy lifestyle isn’t easy in Asia. PurelyB is a start-up which offers a one-stop portal where you can find any information on a
healthy lifestyle in Asia, such as recipes, work-outs etc. They also sell a famous product called “Pegaga by PurelyB” and guides about nutrition, lifestyle
and natural home pharmacy.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

When I started my search, I focused on one country: Malaysia. I decided to send all my applications to Malaysia in different cities such as Kuala
Lumpur, Johor Bahru, George Town, Melacca, Petaling Jaya, etc. I sent an application to more than 200 companies. First, I focused on large
French (or international) companies, but with no positive responses. After that, I sent it to about 80 hotels because I wanted to have free accommodation or free food for example. I received positive responses but these people did not want to deal with formalities (like visas). So, I searched
on Google the 10 most promising companies in Malaysia and decided to apply to them all. I received 3 positive responses and finally chose
PurelyB.
My advice would be that if you really want to go to one particular country, focus on it. Finding an internship in a big company is often difficult, so
do not hesitate to send your application to a start-up or SME because you will receive more responses. Doing your internship in a start-up instead
of a big company is no bad thing. You may even have more tasks and consideration and you will enjoy your internship.

MY TASKS

Assist in daily bookkeeping activities to maintain ledgers: journals, bank reconciliations, fixed asset register, receivables and payables, monthly
payroll matters and inventories.
Assist in the preparation of a full set of financials including Income Statement, Balance Sheet, Cash Flow Statements, forecasts and projections.
Assist in developing a fit for purpose finance processes and controls to accommodate changing business needs. Assist in proposing and generating operational reports suitable for business.Assist in other ad-hoc matters relating to finance or general operations.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Visiting famous places (Batu caves, Thean Hou temple, KL tower, twin towers, KL forest eco-park, Aquaria KLCC, and others temples/mosques).
Shopping in big malls (Pavilion, Suria KLCC, Berjaya Times Square, Sunway etc.)
Traveling to Malaysian islands (Langkawi, Perhentian, Lang Tengah, Redang etc.) [snorkelling] Visit other cities (Malacca, Singapore, Kuala Terengganu etc.)
Sport, movies etc.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET :
Housing : €500 €
Internet & telephone:
Food : €5/meal
Transportation: Only taxi around €4/fare €
Leisure: it depend

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Advice: try and find help locally because I booked mine with Airbnb and
it was very expensive compared to other methods.
• Choose a place near your company or public transport because taking
a taxi every day is expensive.
• Taking a sim card in the country is cheaper than taking a contract in
France for foreign countries.

https://www.purelyb.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malte- St Julian

Student(s) : Adeline
language(s) : english
Test: Toeic

EC English
may-august 2019

THE COMPANY

EC English Malta is an English School based in St Julians in Malta. The director is Andrew Mangion and my manger in my department
Young Learners was Michael Pisani.
What do they do? Through language programs, international partnerships and more, they bring success to their global community every
year. They believe the best way to learn English is to be fully immersed in the language and culture of an English speaking country. They offer a wide range of English language courses for students of all levels and ages. They also provide a ‘home away from home’ for students,
assisting them with airport transfers, accommodation, an exciting program of social activities and continuous support during their stay.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

First, I wanted to do an internship in London to discover this great city and improve my English as much as possible. In London, I realized
that life was extremely expensive and that I could not live on a budget of 700 euros per month. Then I looked for internships in Malta,
because it is a destination that I liked very much. For this, I applied for internship offers on Linkedin where I did not find an offer that
really interested me but many people contacted me on Linkedin by offering me internships elsewhere. But I stayed with my idea and
applied for an offer that was offered to me on IAE Community and I was accepted. I don’t regret going to Malta at all as I could do
a lot of things at a lower cost than in London.

MY TASKS

For my part, I’m glad to be a part of the Young Learners team which is an amazing team with a lot of different nationalities which is
very rewarding. It was an amazing 4-month experience. We worked a lot but always in a good mood and that made this internship
incredible! My tasks were: Assist the team in recruitment of the summer team including the preparation of staff contracts. Assist the
team with the preparation of activity programs. Assist the team with supplier bookings. Be a point of contact for all summer staff at any
moment. Responsible for ensuring the smooth delivery of the summer programs. Provide general administrative and record keeping
support for the Centre as directed by the Young Learners Manager. Other related duties as assigned by the manager. To finish, always
have the extra smile and love what I do!!!

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Malta is an amazing country for the summer! I lived in Swieqi a 5-minute walk to the sea, so we went to the beach regularly. My school organized something every day or evening, a party, kayaking, visiting etc. I had a lot of fun in Malta where I met a lot of people of different nationalities who allowed me to improve my English. I visited many places including the island of Gozo and Comino which are both paradise.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €700
Housing : €500 €
Internet & telephone: €15
Food : €100

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Dare to have experiences abroad; they are unforgettable and powerful moments. You will meet people of many different nationalities with
different cultures, it’s very enriching. I advise you to have an experience
abroad for 3 months minimum! Enjoy !

Transportation: €10€
Leisure: €100

https://www.ecenglish.com/en
https://www.ecenglish.com/en/young-learners

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malte- Swieqi

Student(s) : Ilhame
language(s): english

Island Properties

THE COMPANY

Island Properties is a Maltese family real estate agency that brings together housing seekers and providers. The agency has a varied real
estate portfolio spread throughout the island and meets a demand both in the long term and also in the short term. It is a real estate
agency that places a great deal of emphasis on customer satisfaction through personalized quality follow-up.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

To find this internship, I did a lot of research on the Internet, especially with real estate agencies. I then sent a few spontaneous applications, and was contacted by the company very quickly.

MY TASKS

During this internship I was assigned to the company’s accounting department. My tasks consisted of registering documents (invoices,
guarantees, pay slips), but also in filing and storing many documents. On many occasions the director asked the trainees to analyze
the website in order to suggest possible points for improvement.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Malta is a beautiful country with many tourist attractions. In my free time I was able to visit the country, its different cities and the islands
surrounding it such as Gozo or Comino. In addition, Malta has a real historical heritage, so I visited many monuments and parks. I was also
able to enjoy the different Maltese beaches thanks to the high seasonal temperatures.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €900
Housing : €480€
Internet & telephone: €10€
Food : €200
Transportation: €30 €

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Don’t wait until the last minute to look for your internship. Start as soon as
possible as the process is often very long.
• Feel free to send spontaneous applications and send reminders.
• Set a monthly budget that should not be exceeded
• Open up and above all, meet people (which will give all the richness
and beauty to your experience)

Leisure: €150-200

http://islandproperties.com.mt/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Luxembourg- Esch sur Alzette
Acelor

Student(s) : Arnaud
language(s) : english

2019

THE COMPANY

ArcelorMittal is the world’s leading steel and mining company. Guided by a philosophy to produce safe, sustainable steel, it is the leading
supplier of quality steel products in all major markets including automotive, construction, household appliances and packaging. ArcelorMittal is present in 60 countries and has an industrial footprint in 19 countries. Working in a big company is very interesting and good for
your experience. I was in a great marketing team in one big division of ArcelorMittal.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

It can be difficult to find an internship abroad and especially in big companies in Luxembourg. That’s why you must use your network.
I have family in the country and they know a lot of people. I was able to get jobs and interviews much faster and more easily. If you
haven’t got a network, then go on LinkedIn or directly on company websites.

MY TASKS

I was in charge of modernizing and changing some of the tools the marketing team used to optimize their work. Web marketing,
competitor monitoring, managing data and so on. I was also given the opportunity to create advertising and content. My work was
very important for the team.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

Luxembourg is such a nice place with many things to do. I’m a cyclist and the roads are amazing and so clean. Biking is the national sport
here. There is an International airport so it’s easy to travel to and prices are low! Many artists come to give concerts in Luxembourg and for
not that much! Luxembourg is a very nice little country that you must visit!

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €1600
Housing : €900 €
Internet & telephone: €50
Food : €300
Transportation: €0-150 €

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Having family to host you in Luxembourg is very beneficial for your wallet.
If you haven’t got the budget to live in Luxembourg, you can easily find
an affordable flat near the border in France but you will be stuck in traffic jams every single day, both morning and evening.
• The cost of living is much higher than in France but there are beautiful
surroundings and everyone is relaxed.

Leisure: €200

https://corporate.arcelormittal.com/

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Malte- St Julian

Student(s) : Chloé
language(s) : english

ACE English Malta
2019

THE COMPANY

ACE English Malta is an English language school that brings together students from all over the world all year. The school is located on the
island of Malta, more precisely in San Giljan (St Julian’s) on the top floor of the Bay Street Complex Shopping Centre. The school is very
new because it opened in 2003 and is headed by Keith Zammit. Today, it has between 200 and 600 students depending on the season.
These students have the choice between different types of English courses according to their needs.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

To find my internship I first sent many spontaneous applications by email. Then I came across the website StageUpMalte, a company
based in San Guljan run by French people to help other French people who would like to find an internship in Malta. So I applied for
several offers online and was contacted by email to set up a phone interview with someone from their agency. During this phone
meeting we talked about my motivations, my desires and the expectations I had of my internship in Malta. Then they transmitted my
resume and cover letter to ACE English Malta. And finally the school contacted me one week after for a Skype interview with the leisure
manager.

MY TASKS

Managing groups of students requires a lot of organization, before, during and after the activities and especially in terms of logistics
according to the number of students enrolled. As a social leader, I was in charge of promoting activities with students, animating the
school’s social media, collecting and accounting for the leisure team’s cash box. I also had to manage the computer data of the
students who were arriving in increasing numbers at the school.
In addition, the leisure team has a private Facebook group where all information about the week’s activities is posted: meeting points
and winners of the competitions we organized every week to win free tickets.
I also assisted Sean Bamber, the Operations Officer in logistical tasks for student accommodation.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

I did lots of activities as part of my work with the school, I was able to attend excursions to the Blue Lagoon, hikes to St. Peter’s Pool on the
cliffs, discoveries of historic cities such as Valletta or Mdina or the island of Gozo.
We also organized student evenings such as boat parties or after−work parties in festive places in San Guljan.
Finally, without my school, I went to restaurants, afternoons at the beach, bowling and water sports such as jet skiing or canoeing.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : €800
Housing : €500 €
Internet & telephone: €33
Food : €150

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Don’t be afraid to talk to people even if at the beginning you don’t speak
good English. It’s the first step to progressing. Go socialize! Putting yourself in difficult situations is the best way to progress and step out of your
comfort zone.

Transportation: €20 €
Leisure: €80

https://www.aceenglishmalta.com

MY INTERNSHIP ABROAD
LICENCE ECONOMIE GESTION PARCOURS MANAGEMENT

Belgique- Bruxelles

Student(s) : Mona
language(s) : english
Level: B2 to C2

Ahk debelux
2019

THE COMPANY

AHK debelux is the German-Belgian-Luxembourg Chamber of Commerce, which gives advice on market entry, legal and fiscal issues.
The service portfolio is mainly offered to small- and medium-sized companies. AHK debelux has two offices, one in Brussels and one in
Cologne (Germany). The office in Brussels gives advice to German companies, aiming to expand their business to Belgium or Luxembourg. The office in Cologne supports Belgian and Luxembourgian companies in entering the German market.
AHK debelux employees speak German, French and Dutch.

MY INTERNSHIP SEARCH

I found my internship via Google. I wanted to work in an intercultural environment to be able to practice several languages at the
same time. AHK debelux is partly funded by the German government, so I knew the institution already before coming to France. But
AHK debelux also accepts interns from France, Belgium and other countries.

MY TASKS

I had many different tasks. I could participate in a business trip to Luxembourg for four days. It was organized for German entrepreneurs
to establish their business in Luxembourg. My daily work in the office included: doing internet searches on several topics (e.g. solar
panels in Belgium or the construction industry in Luxembourg), administrative tasks (e.g. I was responsible for the telephone center) etc.

EXTRA PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

There are a lot of interns in Brussels, and every Thursday evening on the « Place de Luxembourg » there was a place to meet all other interns.
There I met people from different countries working in different companies and institutions.

MY MONTHLY BUDGET : 1050
Housing : €650 €
Internet & telephone: €0

MY ADVICE-TIPS
• Brussels is a very international city so you will have contact with other internationals and rather than Belgians.

Food : €300
Transportation: €30€
Leisure: €50

https://debelux.ahk.de/fr/

